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8 track tape player new

NEW BY 11/9/17 (Click on the thumbnails above to zoom photos) warranty restored/refurbished/fully servicedvintage wards/airline 8-track cartridge deckwards GEN 6827A with lock fast forward! #... 6272 Circa 1970s sold 12/9/20SHIPPING to HUTSON in Texas as a technician completely went through and Certified
this unit. We have completely and thoroughly reviewed the mechanical and electronic equipment of this unit. The entire transport was disassembled to the chassis and all mechanical components were cleaned of lacquered lubes and re-lubolised, as well as the always-in-question Pinch Roller submersible assembly, relubed and reassembled. Main drive belt has been replaced by a new trouble-free service. Capstan flywheel is removed, cleaned, polished and re-lubed to be re-installed. The entire transport and mechanism was cleaned, re-lubricated and demagnetized. Program change mechanism and showing links cleaned/polished
and re-lubed with hassle-free program changes. All original program indicator LEDs now work well. Nylon head mounting brackets are proactively epoxied as 8-lane decks using nylon mounts on their heads are very much pause, making them completely useless. While this can usually be corrected, we epoxied this one
as 'confirmation' before it broke. The heads have been cleaned and demagnetized and are in good condition. Head azimuth &amp; track cross-talk to set optimal performance and best high frequency response (usually not expected 8-band cartridge power) using RCA #356 and 8TSC-101, Aspen Deck Tester and AudioTex 30-312 Test/Alignment tapes, dual-track remover and frequency counter. Track adjustment to eliminate cross-talk between tracks and ensure the best high-frequency response (usually not expected to be the performance of the 8-track cassette). Deck now has clear sounding highs even when pre-recorded tapes.
Record signal path connections are cleaned and burnished for static-free performance. Linear record switch is cleaned, so no Motor Boating effect Internal playback, meter and record level pots can be adjusted w/O-scope. After the refurbishment, Speed checked the factory test tape with 98+ % accuracy! (which means
that in this case, that 1000Hz test tape plays back to 1017Hz on our Freq Counter Meter) Deck sonically checked WOW and Flutter with no discernible issues with Record Meters adapted even as reading and performance floor noise tested -53dB Since we also brushed the program track light connections, they are all
light and responsive. Unit works and sounds good! __ This machine would be perfect for burning the 8-track collection to a CD. Tape speed tested to 98% accuracy! Meters still w / factory test sound Cosmetically, it looks good. We have added some matte finish laminate, the bottom, front edges to cover some previously
added holes in rack mounting (see pictures above). Total tech time on this board is 6+ hours. Deck looks great only with minor abrasions, grooves and works GREAT! ___ Great for listening to a tape collection, writing tapes to another media, or making new 8-track tapes to listen to in a vintage or muscle car. WARDS
GEN 6827A FEATURES: - Dual analog VU level meters - Locking Fast Forward - Auto Stop for 'Record' function (non-playback) - Locking pause - Front mounted, separate left and right levels control the input recording signal - ALC Automatic level control for recording. - Front 1/4 stereo headphone jack - Dual
microphone inputs on the front WARDS GEN 6827A SPECS: Track system: 8 band, 2-channel stereo tape deck Number of heads: 2 Transport Control Type: Mechanical: Fast Forward, Play, Pause Tape speed: 9.5 cm /s (3-3/4 ips)Fast-Forward Wind Time: Double Play Speed / 7.5ips Again, we've completely gone
through this unit, renovating and then testing big sonic results in an 8-band. This machine would be perfect for burning the 8-track collection to CD or computer and make new tapes for the show/muscle car. Again, the only issue is the non-working Auto-Stop. One of the unique features of this deck, as opposed to the
many 8-band that allows cueing/monitoring audio signal when in Fast Forward mode. Unity looks great with some minor combat scars and sounds GREAT! (Cassette in photos not on board) Includes standard 90-day limited warranty. Measures 17 wide x 10.75 deep x 5 high and weighs 11 lbs unpacked. WARDS /
AIRLINE GEN 6827A Cond. 8.5 SOLD 12/9/20SHIPPING hutson in Texas (The text above, it's in its entirety, is owned by www.oaktreevintage.com/Oak Tree Enterprises, LLC. See the Copyright Information page for details) New 8-Track version of the 1976 album recorded, especially the plants of the Moog synthesizer,
by composer Mort Garson. 8 band tape repair, do-it-yourself repair, repair supplies... Tape Repair, 8-track websites, 8-track manufacturers, The 80's: Record Club Only 8-track, 8-track on eBay... 8-Track Heaven is the oldest site on the Internet focusing on 8-Track tapes. We were online in 1995 and have been operating
continuously ever since. This page provides information on 8 band tape repair, collection, history, and other resources. There is a section for quadraphonic strip lovers as well as a full (almost!) list of all Record-Club Only 8 tracks. There's even a section on 8-track porn! A few years ago, a site accident caused some of the
content to be lost. You can access the old site here: 8trackheaven.com/archive/ the list below is a list of individuals or businesses who buy or sell ribbons and equipment. All business is done at your own risk. The following are trusted sellers, but 8-band Heaven is not responsible for the transactions made. Facebook has
several 8-band groups specializing in strip and player sales: other purposes, see Cartridge (a misunderstood). This article is about the eight-track cassette. For more information about eight-track multi-track tracking, see Multitrack recording. Magnetic tape recording format This article requires additional quotes for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes from trusted sources. Sourceless material can be attacked and removed. Search for sources: 8-track tape news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (2020. November) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Stereo 8A cartridge
insideMagnet tape infinite loopEncodingStereo analog signalCapacityFour stereo channelsRead the mechanismTape head Description mechanismMagnetic recording headDeveloped:Lear IndustriesUsageAudio storageExtended fromFidelipac / Mohawk cartridge[1] The 8-band tape (officially Stereo 8; An audio recording
technology called the eight-track cassette, eight-track cassette, and eight-track audio recording technology was popular from the mid-1960s to the early 1980s, when the 8-track Compact cassette cartridge overtook the popularity of pre-recorded music. [3] The format is outdated and relatively unknown outside the United
States, The United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Germany, Italy, and Japan. [3] [4] [5] The main advantage of the 8-Track cartridge is that it does not need to be fverted to play alternative tracks. Stereo 8 was created in 1964 by Bill Lear, a consortium of Lear Jet Corporation,[6] as well as Ampex, Ford Motor
Company, General Motors, Motorola and RCA Victor Records (RCA - Radio Corporation of America). It was a further development of the similar Stereo-Pak four-track cartridge, which was introduced by Earl Madman Muntz (marketing and television-set dealer), which was adapted from Muntz's Fidelipac cartridge, which
was developed by George Eash. In April 1970, RCA announced a later quadraphonic version of the format (four-channel sound, as opposed to the earlier, more widely used stereo/dual-channel sound), which was announced by RCA in April 1970 and was named the first Quad-8 and later Q8. History The original format
for magnetic tape sound reproduction was a roll-to-reel tape, first available in the United States in the late 1940s, but too expensive and bulky to be practical for amateur home use until well into the 1950s. Load the tape re different leaders and managers and it proved scary to some casual users, of course, it was harder
than putting a vinyl record on a turntable and flicking a switch. Because in the early years, all tapes had to be synchronized with the master tape in real time to maintain good sound quality, pre-recorded tapes were more expensive to manufacture, and more expensive to buy than vinyl records, which were stamped much
faster than their own playing time. To eliminate the discomfort of the tape thread, various manufacturers have introduced cartridges that kept the tape in a metal or plastic housing to eliminate the treatment. Most are made only for low-fidelity audio recordings on dictation machines. The first cassette designed for general
consumer use, including musical reproduction, is the Audio Tape or Magazine Filling Cassette (RCA Cassette), which was introduced by RCA in 1958. Pre-recorded stereophonic music cartridges were available and empty cartridges could be used to make recordings at home, but the format did not gained popularity.
Development of cartridges inside an 8-track cartridge. The black rubber hip roller is in the upper right corner. Empty cartridges can be used to make recordings at home. The endless loop cassette was first designed in 1952 by Bernard Cousino around a single coil carrying a continuous loop of standard 1/4-inch, plastic,
oxide-coated recording tape running at 3.75 in (9.53 cm) per second. Program starts and stops were signaled by a 1-inch long metal foil that activates the track-change sensor. (Bill Lear tried to create an endless loop wire recorder in the 1940s, but gave up in 1946. in 1963 he was inspired by Earl Muntz's four-track
design.) Inventor George Eash invented the cartridge design in 1953, called the Fidelipac cartridge. [7] The Eash cartridge was later licensed by the producers, notably Collins Radio Company, which first introduced a cassette system for the 1959 national association of broadcasters. Fidelipac cartridges (nicknamed DJs
and radio engineers chariots) were used by many radio stations for advertising, jingles and other short articles. Eash later founded Fidelipac Corporation to produce and distribute cassettes and recorders, as did others, including Audio-Pak (Audio Devices Corp.). In the late 1950s, they tried several times to sell music
systems for cars, starting in the late 1950s with the Chrysler Highway Hi-Fi (which used records). Entrepreneur, marketer and television appliance dealer Earl Madman Muntz of Los Angeles, California, however, saw the potential of those broadcast carts in a car music system. In 1962, he introduced stereo-pak's four-

track cassette stereo system and cassettes, mostly in California and Florida. The four numbers were divided into two programs, typically one LP record and each program contains two numbers. Contains. stereo (dual-channel) audio playback. He released popular music albums from major record label and copied them
on these four-track cassettes, or CARtridges, as they were first advertised. Stereo 8 Introduction Lear Jet Stereo 8 was designed by Richard Kraus while working under Bill Lear for Lear Jet Corporation in 1963. The main change was to include a neoprene rubber and nylon pinch cylinder on the cartridge itself, instead of
the pinch cylinder is a part of the tape player, reducing mechanical complexity. Lear also eliminated some of the internal parts of the Eash cartridge, such as a tape-tensioning mechanism and a latch that prevented tape from slipping. By doubling the number of numbers from 4 to 8,[8] the recording length doubled to 80
minutes. In 1964, lear aircraft company built 100 demonstration Stereo 8 players for distribution to RCA and car company executives. Commercial Success Factory's optional 8-track stereo player is a 1967 American Motors Marlin mounted between the center console and the Dash Factory installed an AM/FM radio/8track unit on a 1978 AMC Matador with a bag full of Blues cartridge play position The popularity of both four-track and eight-track cartridges has grown in the booming automotive industry. [9] In September 1965, Ford Motor Company introduced factory-installed and dealer-installed eight-track cassette players on three
1966 models (the sporty Mustang, the luxury Thunderbird and the high-end Lincoln),[10] and the RCA Victor 175 Stereo-8 cartridges from the RCA Victor and RCA Camden record catalogs. [11] For the 1967 model year, all Ford vehicles offered this stereo update option. Most of the initial factory equipment was separate
from the radio (such as the one pictured), but the 8-band units mounted on the dashboard were offered together with an AM radio and AM/FM receiver. [12] Muntz and some other manufacturers offered 4/8 or 12-track players who were able to play both-format, 4- or 8-track or 8-track cassettes. With the support of
American automakers, the eight-track format quickly won the four-track format, and Muntz completely abandoned it by the end of 1970. The 8-band format has become constantly popular for convenience and portability. Home players were introduced in 1966, which allowed consumers to share tapes between their
homes and portable systems. By the end of the 1960s, the 8-lane segment was the largest consumer electronics market, and the popularity of cars' 8-lane systems helped meet demand for domestic units. [13] Boombox portable players were also popular, but eight-track players/recorders were not able to gain
widespread popularity and were offered by few manufacturers except tandy corporation (for Radio electronics stores). With available cartridge systems in the home, consumers have begun to think of the eight-track as a viable alternative to 33 rpm album-style vinyl records, not just the convenience of the car. Also in the
late 1960s, pre-recorded releases of the 8-band tape format began to arrive within a month of vinyl release. The 8-track format became by far the most popular and offered the largest music library of all tape systems. [14] Most Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars were equipped with eight-track players as standard in Britain and
worldwide. In the early 1980s, optional 8-lane players were available in many cars and trucks. Based in Elk Grove Village, Illinois, Ampex established a European Operation (Ampex Stereo Tapes) in London, England, in 1970 to promote the 8-track product and musicassettes in Britain and Europe, but struggled and
collapsed in 1974. [verification required] The general recorded recording by GRT Corporation, Sunnyvale, California, was another major manufacturer that copied a number of cassettes for smaller record companies; He set up the business in 1979. RCA announced the quadraphonic sound of the eight-track cartridges in
April 1970. He used a four-channel receiver/amplifier that balanced the sound with sliders or joysticks. Ford is particularly keen to promote in-car quadraphonic players as an expensive option to be the only Big Four U.S. automotive company to do so. [summons required] The format was a moderate success in the early
1970s, but faded in the middle of the decade. Quadraphonic cartridges provided four channels of discreet audio, unlike matrix formats like SQ, which Columbia/CBS Records used for the quadraphonic sound vinyl records. [summons required] Early karaoke machines Daisuke Inoue invented the first karaoke machine in
1971 called Juke-8. [15] [16] Nature and Operation An 8-track cassette provides four pairs of stereo bands, while later quadraphonic cartridges had two four-track series. The ends of the tape are joined together with a thin strip of metal, which would trigger a magnetic thread, which the playback heads automatically jump
to the next channels. Both types of players are also provided with a button for manually changing channels. Due to the design of the endless loop tape, which fed the coil in only one direction, there was no re-winding control. Due to the mechanical load on the tape, few machines offered rapid pre-regulation. Quad 8 and
Q8 The audio mixing process of 4-channel quadrophonic sound differs from the stereo version of the image of lead. Some producers have decided to completely separate the channels and use it regularly for pop music. Others have chosen a style in which only the 3-D sound environment or the sound in the rear
speakers. This is the kind of sound that can realistically reproduce a live live hear experience, often used in classical music. However, mixing engineers can aim for more of the hybrid effect. In some situations, sounds can even move around a three-dimensional space. Although rarely heard, the 4 channel effect can be
quite spectacular. Quadrophonic recordings are often highly regarded music collectors and some quad 8 tracks have become highly collectible. Since the 1990s, many of these 4-channel recordings of modern digital formats, such as super audio CDs, have been re-released. Other use of Milton Bradley's (MB) OMNI
Entertainment System was an electronic quiz machine game first released in 1980, similar to Jeopardy! Or later you can't get Jack's video game series, the 8-track tapes to play analog audio questions, instructions and answers, and digital signals from the magnetic tape data store for the remaining tracks to load the
correct answer counts for your score. In 1978, the Mego Corporation launched a 2-XL toy robot that used numbers to determine good for bad responses. [17] The decline and fall of 1978 was the peak of 8-band sales in the United States, and sales declined year after year. [18] In the late 1970s, eight-track players
became less common in homes and vehicles. The compact cassette arrived in 1963,[19] and by the late 1970s, the popularity of the eight-track cassettes had fallen significantly. In some Latin American countries, as well as In Europe, the format was used in the mid-1970s for smaller cassettes, which are one-third the
size. In the U.S., eight-track cartridges were gradually released to retail stores in late 1982 and early 1983 through eight-track recordings through the Columbia House and RCA (BMG) Music Service Record Clubs. Radio Shack (Tandy Corporation) continued to sell empty eight-track cassettes for home recording until
1990. [20] The professional sensing format persisted for more than a decade due to jingles, advertising, station identification, and limited music content on most local radio stations before being replaced by computer-generated audio in the 1990s. This persisted with relatively short sound loops, where starting from the
beginning was more important than other criteria. The endless loop tape concept can still be used on newer film projectors, although the tape spindle actively rotates and is not drawn to the tension of the film. This technology is now being squeezed out by digital cinema. Planning This section does not cite any resources.
Please help improve this section by providing quotes from trusted sources. Sourceless material can be attacked and removed. (November 2020) (Information on how and when to remove this template message) This section is likely to contain original research. Correct claims and add inline quotes. only the original
research can be combined. (November 2020) (Information on how and when to remove this template message) the Cousino, Eash, Muntz, and Lear cartridges, tape was pulled from the middle of the roll, passed through the opening at one end of the cartridge and wound back to the outside of the same coil. The spindle
itself was freely rounded, and the tape was powered only by the tension of the capstan and pinch rollers. If the coil turns at a constant speed, the tape around the brain has a lower linear rate than the tape on the outer side of the coil, so the layers of tape must slide side by side as they approach the center. The tape was
coated with a slippery backing material, usually graphite and patented by Bernard Cousino, to facilitate a continuous slippage between the tape layers. While the design allowed for simple, inexpensive, and mobile gamers, unlike the dual-disc system, it did not allow the re-reeling of the tape. Some players offered a quick
fast-forward by accelerating the engine while cutting the sound. Muntz's cartridge used two pairs of stereo bands in the same configuration as the current quarter-band roll tapes at the time. This format was designed to parallel the source material, which is usually an LP (long game) record from two sides. The program
change was achieved by physically moving the head up and down mechanically with one arm. The Stereo 8 version doubled the amount of the program on the tape by providing eight full tracks, usually four programs with two songs each. Lear touted it as a big improvement, because much more music could be kept
inside a standard cartridge casing, but in practice it results in a small loss of sound quality and an increase in background noise from narrower band tracks. Unlike stereo-pak, the Stereo 8 could switch between tracks automatically, using a small length guide film to splice the joint on the tape, which caused the player to
change tracks as they passed the head assembly. The cartridges can be heard break due to the presence of the length of metal foil, which the sensor detects and indicates the end of the tape and acts as a splice of the loop. The foil passes through a pair of electrical connections, which are in the path of the tape. The
contact of the foil closes the electrical circuit, which switches on a magnetic wire, which mechanically moves the tape to the next track. Most players produced a mechanical click when switching programs, although early Lear players switched quietly. Since the cost of producing strip heads can read eight songs, most
eight-track players head to read only two songs. To switch from program to program, move the head. Since the alignment of the head of the strip is essential for any tape system, and since the eight-lane systems are generally designed to this configuration configuration weakens the sound of the eight-track tape. The
Stereo 8 system was quite simple, mechanically, but caused difficulties in various primary areas: Capstan wear and buildup. Since the tape residue, dirt and lubricant is made up of capstan, the tape speed will increase, and since the buildup was uneven, the tape speed will be uneven accordingly. Similarly, some units
were exposed to capstan wear, which reduces the tape speed. Technicians routinely kept the supply of new capstans at hand ready to install worn decks for this reason, in the bright ages of the format. After the capstan wears only 0.001 the tape speed slows down. Replacing or restoring capstan would restore operation.
The old matchbook-under-the-tape fix was made primarily because the worn capstan no longer grabs the tape and play at the right speed. Replacing or renovating the capstan will restore proper operation without using a wedge under the tape. Head adjustment. This is a problem for two reasons: a) Azimut's shift results
in reduced high frequencies, and b) Shifting head height allows the sounds of adjacent tracks to bleed out, an effect sometimes referred to as double tracking. This is due to the time difference between the left and right channels, resulting in a decrease in phase correlation. This effect is enhanced in an 8-band system,
compared to the coil-to-reel or cassette, due to the greater physical distance on the tape, between the left and right channel bands. The restoration of head height and azazmut is a primary service procedure necessary for the refurbishment of the vintage ribbon deck. Once set, the player will perform accurately. This
format, unlike other tape formats, features a moveable head in four positions. Among audio service technicians, there used to be a joke that the eight-track is the only audio device that knocks itself out of alignment four times during each album. If the tracking/azimuth is set with high quality (e.g. Columbia) or adjustment
tape, correct operation will be restored. Some brands of 8-band decks had adjustable tape head thumbwheel buttons on the front panel so the listener could adjust the tracking, much like the later Beta and VHS videotapes, which were adapted to image quality. The listener can then adjust the head of the tape separately
for each tape, avoiding double tracking. The sensor film, which would allow the strip switching programs, can dry out, fall off and tape separately, and disappear inside the sealed cartridge. At the switch point of the program, the movement of the head can sometimes pull the tape up or down, so that the tape folds and
begins to play the back side of the tape. The tape continues to play, albeit blunt and barely audible. Resume playback reverses the entire tape, so the tape on the reel on the back. Lots of vintage ribbons ribbons on the back of the tape, facing forward. The program switch point is often the place where the tapes would be
ingested by the player, i.e. eaten when the strip head moved to program 4, the program 1- the furthest track change movement. As he was moving up, the head grabbed the tape, drove it over, and when this shoot hit the capstan, he wrapped around the capstan and swallowed the tape into the player. The melted rubber
pinch rollers that are found in many early 8-Track cartridges were the result that the rubber was not fully cured. After discovering this cause, the cartridges can only be completely cured of rubber pinch cylinders, which have not deteriorated over the past time. The tape voltage was another cause of unreareability. The
pre-recorded eight-track recordings had only one album, about 46 minutes of content, or 11.5 minutes. Consumers wanted more music to be recorded on a single cassette, so manufacturers came out with higher capacity cassettes, i.e. 60 and 90 minutes. Some 100-minute tapes exist. As the length of the tape
increased, there was a greater speed difference between the strip drawn from the centre of the coil and the tape fed to the outer edge of the coil as it passed through the capstan/pinch-roller assembly (loop length). The 90-minute tape also exerts more drag on the tape deck engine, so a large AC 120 Volt engine is
essential to play the longest strips. Over time, cheaper tapes can tighten, which makes it difficult to power and maintains a constant playback speed. If a tape ties most of the graphite back cover, it connects and the tape will not play. When the sliding tape pack pulls itself tight, for whatever reason, a jammed 8-track
cartridge was the result. The quick solution was to hold the cartridge in one hand, down, while pulling out part of it, about 4-6' long on the outer winding side. A quick tug on the tape would cause it to immediately wind, and the result is a loosened tape package that plays correctly. Failing that, another solution was to open
the cartridge, cut the tape into the splice, and relieve unnecessary tension by manually unraning one or two sections of the outer edge of the tape (loop length), while keeping the roll stationary, and then re-splicing the tape with a fresh piece of foil. Another, simpler solution was to shake the cassette in the plane of the
tape coil with a rotating motion, sometimes this causes the coils to rotate inside and loosen it. If the cartridge has dropped the back cover of the graphite, it must be discarded. Small businesses that specialize in transfer audio tapes in digital format can remove the tape from the surrounding plastic cartridge box and play
a small roll-to-roll player to extract maximum sound fulness. Decrease in the quality of the components used in the 8-track cartridge, plastic pinch cylinders, lubricant quality and quantity, etc., was another blow in the fluctuating format. As these problems further reduced reliability, sound quality, and even speed of the
tape, the eight-track ended up being unreliable. See also: Audio Format Audio Recording and Reproduction Birotron References ^ TelePro cartridge patent failed, Billboard vol. 79, No. 27, 8 July 1967 p. 3 ^ What are the 8-Track tapes?. wisegeek.com(Access: February 14, 2015) While extremely popular in the United
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tape. A survey of recordable magnetic Media by Andrew D. D. December, 2003, University of Texas, available August 8, 2006 So Wrong They're Right – A 1995 documentary about 8-Track Fans 8-Track Heaven 8-Track Moments Listen to the Sound of the 8-Track Click bill lear invents the 8-Track and brings ford,
motorola, and RCA Victor. Recording History.org Retrieved was obtained from: 2Thi article is about the game. For other uses see 2XL. 2-XLOther names2-XL Robot, 2XL Robot, 2XLTypeEducational toy robotInventor(s)Michael J. FreemanCompany Mego Corporation (1978-1981) Tiger Electronics (1992-1995)
CountryUnited StatesAvailability1978-1981; The 1992-1995 official website 2-XL (2-XL Robot, 2XL Robot, 2-XL Toy) is an educational toy robot distributed by Mego Corporation from 1978 to 1981 and Tiger Electronics from 1992 to 1995. 2-XL was the first smart-game to exhibit rudimentary intelligence, memory, play,
and responsiveness. [2] [3] The 2-XL was soaked with a personality that staggered the children with concentration and challenge while interacting with the verbal robot. Learning enhanced through the use of jokes and funny sayings as verbal reinforcements of performance. The 2-XL was advertised as an important step
in the development of games, especially educational games. The 2-XL won numerous awards, and Playthings, a toy magazine, placed 2-XL in the 75th [4] The name 2-XL is a pun on the term To Excel. [5] History and Development Toy was invented and licensed by Michael J. Freeman, inventor, Ph.D. [6] The 2-XL
showed rudimentary intelligence, memory, gameplay, and responsiveness. Dubbed the Game with a personality, 2-XL could respond verbally to the user depending on which input or response buttons were chosen. [7] The 2-XL was one of the most popular games in terms of market revenue and was named the Talking
Robot. [8] The game was voiced by Freeman,[9] using a synthesizer to make his voice sound like a high-pitched robot-like sound; This was the process of Freeman developing his 2-XL personality. The 2-XL was first introduced in 1978 by Mego Corporation, a publicly traded U.S.-based tojis company based in New York
City,[10] and later became a success. [10] [11] [12] The dit was sold in different countries and the tapes were translated into seven foreign languages. [13] The games were also developed for the game. [10] Mego, who also produces dolls and classic action figures in the 1970s, was seen as an inager combining toys and
education. The toy's name literally meant Excel. The player was able to sound, was able to tell stories and sing on special 8-track tapes. The game's cassettes asked multiple choice questions, which you can press a YES or NO button to which has changed track the tape. It is a crude but supposedly innovative use of
technology that was present in that era. [14] In addition to its general popularity, the 2-XL was unprecedented in terms of market revenues. The 2XL was hot in demand and everyone wanted one. This is a great way to make learning cool and fun. [15] [16] In the Cover Story of Playthings magazine in September 1978, he
regarded the 2-XL robot as one of the most important games ever developed, including teddy bear, barbie doll, raggedy ann, mickey mouse. [4] The robot was a popular educational game whose success today expected the decisive impact of technology in education. [18] The Game with a Personality was able to
respond to the user in 2-XL words, depending on which input or response button was selected. [19] Part of the reason for this is that dika is a connection between fun and entertainment. The 2-XL was a glorious demonstration of plastic robotics. [15] Interactively 2-XL's 2-10-10-10-10-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-22-2-2-2-2-2-2- His 2-XL personality was very popular and the kids loved the back-and-forth banter. For example, if a child got an answer wrong 2-XL can say something like this: maybe your brain went on strike! You're wrong. Or, Nice try, but (whispering) you're wrong, but come on, I'm going to be a nice little toy robot
and give you a second chance now. Even though you needed two chances, you finally got the right answer, the elephant is the right answer. But don't get too excited, you just got yourself a harder question. Hold on to your hat, here it comes If the child was right, 2-XL would say, Although I look like you're smart. You
must be a genius. Good job. Or, it's amazing how your big brain fits into a kid's head. Nice answer, football is right. [20] In 1981, the sheikad's popularity declined and later ceased to exist. [10] In 1992, Tiger Electronics re-introduced the 2-XL, a toy company based in Vernon Hills, Illinois. [21] The game was changed to a
more modern design and new programmed game cartridges were introduced. [22] This version was also produced by Freeman, and each program was translated into different languages. Versions Mego Corporation version The 2-XL educational game robot distributed by Mego Corporation in 1978 The original version,
created by Mego Corporation, is made of brown plastic, white plastic located on the front face of the robot. There were two red bulbs for the eyes. These bulbs also flashed in moments while 8-band cassette tape programs were playing. He had four red buttons on his stomach with designated options for questions posed
by the game, such as Question, A or Yes or True, B or more information and C or no or false. There is also a button in the lower right corner tovan that controls its volume and strength. The mouth was re-detailed casting taken from the Micronauts Battle Cruiser. At the bottom was a large opening for 8-band cassette
tapes. This version is essentially a regular 8-band tape player, but taking advantage of unique, clever, and proprietary mathematical decision wood programming methods, more than 20 interactive modes of operation have been achieved. [23] It seemed that most people like a computer that had enough information and
interactive questions to entertain and educate their child (or adult) for up to two hours. Subjects include sports quiz, Guinness Book of World Records, the metric system, general information and jokes. The mold and look there is a small change in 1980. The eyelight turned red and reacted to the sound. The flashing lights
also became brighter, and the speaker on the back of the device was changed from hexagon to more traditional circle. The plastic was brighter. Tiger Electronics version The 2-XL X-Men cassette. Tiger Electronics re-introduced the 2-XL in 1992. Instead of using 8-track cassette tapes, this version used cassettes that
were twice as old as the previous version and had better sound quality. [24] Freeman again recorded the 2-XL sound for the cassettes in a professional recording studio. [13] In addition to the eyes that lit up the game he now sported a circle of his mouth that could be lit up as the machine spoke. The toy now runs on
batteries and had a headphone jack. Instead of buttons simply switching tracks from the 8-band tape as in the old version, the cassette version took advantage of the fact that the cassette has a total of four tracks - one on the left and the right channel on each side. The tape head in the player can play any of the four
parallel tracks, depending on which button has been pressed. Playing a 2-XL tape in a standard tape player would result in different sounds on the left and right channels, and if you played the back, one would hear the other two tracks in reverse. The simultaneous use of all four numbers was unique in 2-XL and gave it
to the interactive give-and-carving base. [24] Like the previous version, this version can play the standard tape with a similar tape, but the user had to press the Question button first (or the 2/A/No button worked, playing the correct channel). Pressing three or four buttons plays one of the channels on the back of the tape
backwards. The newly released tapes were accompanied by comic book and cartoon characters, including Spider-Man, Star Trek: The Next Generation, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, X-Men and Batman. 2-XL games would allow the user to go on an adventure with different superheroes, deciding their fate by pressing
one button. A It was on the market from 1992 to 1996 and a total of 45 cassettes were released. The game was sold internationally, including in Japan, Germany, Hungary, Italy, France, England, Canada, Brazil (where it was distributed by Nintendo's official local licensant, Playtronic), and others. The recordings were
translated into many foreign languages, but Freeman did not record them. Television series spinoff The game's success is also the basis for a game show called Pick Your Brain, produced by Marc Summers Productions and Summit Media Group. The 2-XL robot on the show served as the assistant to Marc Summers.
The 2-XL was also a spokesman for basketball player Michael Jordan and his charitable foundation in 1992 and 1993, and has appeared in a number of PSA (public service announcements) with Jordan. Tapes List of 2-XL tapes manufactured by Mego Corporation between 1978 and 1981 General information featured in
each game robot. The other programs were purchased separately: 50s and 60s nostalgia (1978) Adult games and puzzles (1978) Animal World (1978) Astronomy: 2-XL in space (1978) The basics of ABC (1978) Believe this, or Not (1978) Number of Games and Puzzles 1 (1978) General Information 2 (1978) General
Information 3 (1978) Guinness Book of World Records (1978) Interviews with Great People from History (1978) Metric System Education (1978) Monsters , Myths and Legends (1978) Reading, Writing and Arithmetic (1978) Science Fiction (1978) Sport (1978) Sport 2 (1978) Storyland (1978) Storyland: 2-XL and Time
Machine (1978) Storyland (1978) 78) American Presidents and American History (1978) Practice 2-XL (1979) Fairy Tale Quiz (1979) Math and Number Games (1979) Pre-School Facts and Fantasies (1979) Science Fiction 2 (1979) Strange, But True (1979) Super Heroes and Comic Books Cavalcade (1979) Talking
Calculator and Number Game (1979) Tid Bits and Funny Facts (1979) Tri-Lex (1979) - a simulated game-game AI; see below. TV and Film Challenges (1979) Who Said (1979) Wonders of the World (1979) Robotrivia (1980) - two strips set, including board games. Robotstronomy (1980) - two strip sets, including board
games. Word and Sound Games (1980) - two tape sets. Amazing Sports Feats (1981) Amazing World of the Small (1981) Bet Your Life (1981) Challenges of General Science (1981) General Information Revised (1981) - used the same label as the original General Information, including the date of 1978. Pre-school Bed
Time Stories (1981) Traffic and Bicycle Safety (1981) List of 2-XL tapes produced by Tiger Electronics between 1992 and 1995 The world of 2-XL was sold with every toy robot. Other programs sold separately: Sportsworld (1992) Fun and Games (1992) World of Animals (1992) World of Science (1992) Monsters, Myths,
&amp; Dinosaurs (1992) Trivia Time (1992) Amazing World's Records (1992) Fascinating Facts (1992) (1992) African Safari Safari Jurassic Facts (1993) Batman: Carnival of Crime (1993) Treasure Chest of Facts and Fun (1993) Voyage to Outer Space (1993) Batman: The Sizzling Scheme (1993) Music Maker (1993)
Oceans of Fun (1993) Planet Earth (1993) Pet Parade (1993) Counting (1994) - S Katoszatikus sorozat[25] Food Facts and You (1994) Chaos in Jurassic Park (1994) Fun With Words (1994) - Scholastic Series Incredible Sports Feats (1994) Are You Afraid of the Dark - Nickelodeon (1994) Geography &amp; You (1994)
Power Rangers (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top
Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) All-Time Top Topics (1994) Minden idők legjobb témái ( 1994) Karrier &amp; You (1994) Nature &amp; You (1994) Ripley's Believe It Or Not! : The Strange &amp; True! (1994) Safety First (1994) Say Hello to Famous Folks (1994) Spider-Man: For King and Country (1994) Stars
and Planets Game (1994) Star Trek- The Next Generation: Blinded by the Light (1994) Superman- The Man of Steel: Mayhem in Metropolis (1994) Star Trek- The Next Generation: Blinded by the Light (1994) Superman- The Man of Steel: Mayhem in Metropolis (1994) Star Trek- The Next Generation : Blinded by the
Light (1994) Superman- The Man of Steel: Mayhem in Metropolis (1994) Star Trek- The Next Generation: Blinded by the Light (1994) Superman- The Man of Steel: Mayhem in Metropolis (1994) Star Trek- The Next Generation: Blinded by the Light (1994) Superman- The Man of Steel: Mayhem in Metropolis (1994) Star
Trek- The Next Generation: Blinded by the Light (1994) 994) Superman- Az acélember : Egy új hős a városban (1994) Meglepetés csomag (1994) X-Men: Deadly Games (1994) X-Men: Ghosts That Haunt Us (1994) Robotstronomy (1994) Robottrivia (1994) Tales From The Cryptkeeper : If Wishes Were Hornets (1994)
Trilex Az egyik utolsó szalagok megjelent a Mego Corporation változata 2XL volt Trilex, egy teljes társasjáték ellen tervezett 2XL. A szalag hoz egy fórumon, amely felszerelt az első a 2XL egység maga, a tábla előtt a szalag nyílásba. A játéktábla állt egy fordított piramis alakú, 4 négyzet széles tetején 1 négyzet alján,
minden sor színezett különböző színű (kék, sárga, zöld, és Tan), és 4 bővítőhely, amelyen keresztül darab (amelyen 2XL úgynevezett dáma) lehet dobni a piramis. A 2XL 4 gombjával egy vonalban lévő bővítőhelyek azzal a szándékkal, hogy az ellenőrző elejtése a megfelelő track gombot is megnyomja a 2XL-en. A cél a
játék az volt, hogy hozzon létre egy vonal, vagy egy háromszög három dáma a kiválasztott szín. A játék és a szalag design érdekes, mert lehetővé tette a 4-sávos szalagos lejátszó, hogy egy járható szimuláció a játék-játék AI. [26] Merchandising Számos product was licensed under the name 2-XL (2XL), including laptop
bags, earphones, lunch boxes and much more. [27] Awards Both reruns of the 2-XL won hundreds of awards, including The FamilyFun Magazine's Best Game of 1992 and right start magazine as Europe's best game in the 3-5 year category in 1993. On the 75th day of Playthings magazine, The New York Times
reported that the Tiger 2-XL won the 1992 Walt Disney Company Best Learning Toy in 1992. [28] See also Talk 'n Play, another game created by Dr. Freeman References ^ Coopee, Todd. 2-XL talking robot. ToyTales.ca. ^ Gardner, Howard. Mego 2-XL talking robot. Psychology Today (1979): 93rd ^ Jake Rossen
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